e- Work Experience Programme
from your own space and in your own time

Your opportunities
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Dear reader,
Welcome to our Work Experience solutions we offer here at Amnick.
These solutions are all designed to create new and exciting ways to fast track you into getting a job,
a career, and finding new opportunities.
If you are finding it difficult to get into work, or need to do some experience to becoming work
ready, or you wish to upskill yourself to move into a better job, we have set up a special work
experience department dedicated just to this aspect.
We have designed a range of products that all aim to get you where you want to go in the shortest
space of time.
As part of our social enterprise aim to help communities, we are offering up to Three-Month
work experience programme for free.
With this Work Experience you will be doing online work based activities from your own space
and in your own time. You are in control of how many hours you wish to do every week.
However, people tell us 10 hours a week works great for them, and you do this at your
convenience.
The work experience will be provided with others in the same sectors (HR, Legal, Finance, Business
Development, Admin, Graphics Design, etc.). You can even aspire to a Team Leaders position, which
allows you to gain experience in leading teams of people, projects etc. Our programme offers you a
special flexible design by using smart technologies.
You can benefit from:






Work Experience Certificate
Personal Assessments (showing you your strengths and weaknesses)
Group work/Team work
Job search support Mentoring
Professional CV reviews
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This is a very special programme designed and tailored by our directors, based upon what impresses
them most with candidates they hire. Through this process:


You do work based activities from job description



We develop your commercial/entrepreneurial/sales skills



You contribute articles to e-magazines in your chosen area (HR/Legal/Finance etc.)



and you have opportunities to interview senior people
You are encouraged to attend business events with in your sector

We provide the base platform for you to learn and develop. Your learning is based around you to
wanting to do better.

“We inspire you to reach your potential, we motivate you
not to accept ordinary or mediocre, we get you to challenge
yourself and aspire to higher goals and ambitions”.
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Why is Work Experience so important?
Having a degree is a tremendous asset when it comes to making yourself more employable, but it’s
not the only way to stand out to potential employers. Work experience is an important part of
becoming ‘workplace-ready’. Building useful skills that cannot be taught in the classroom as well as
contacts that students otherwise would not be exposed to.

Soft skills

Our work experience equips you with certain
soft skills such as team working,
communication skills and commercial
awareness, all of which are sought after by
employers, especially at a graduate level.

Differentiate yourself and make yourself more employable
Our work experience also helps you to
differentiate yourself, an important thing to
factor in when competition for jobs is so
fierce.
It is essential to differentiate yourself.
A willingness to work rather than have a good
time shows diligence. Graduates these days
need to have work ready skills from their first
day, such as deadline management, phone
and email etiquette, and the ability to work
well with a variety of ages in a team."

Enhance your application forms and interviews
Our work experience also equips you with
knowledge that will enhance your job
applications and particularly your interviews.
Because you've gained a better understanding
of the sector you want to go into, you'll be able
to talk more authoritatively and ask questions
that resonate with the employer.
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Opportunities
When doing work experience programmes anywhere, you should be asking the questions around
‘Where will this training take me?’, ‘How will it help my future direction of travel?’, ‘Can it fast track
me?’, ‘Will it open new doors for me?’
With this in mind, you too need to come to these opportunities with open and fresh mind and
thinking. This means, you need to prepare yourself in so many ways. Such as always be ready for
challenges, develop a resilient approach, develop problem solving mentality, never give up attitude,
be single tracked in achieving results that you want.
Quite simply, aspire for the Extra Ordinary and not average or mediocre. Do more to get more, and
have fun learning along the way.
With us, we push you, encourage you, support you and help you go – where you want to go 

Where we can take you?
We offer an exciting range of opportunities for you to learn and have fun with. These include:








Gaining work experience with us and our UK and European Partners
Work Experience – from your own space and at on your own time
Meeting and networking with senior professionals from your industry
Activities on Smart Cities Projects
Writing articles for E-Magazines
Interviewing managers and directors for your E-Magazines
Attending professional business events and workshops

Doing work experience in our partner’s offices in Europe (Rome, Turin, Bratislava, Hungary, France)

Don’t settle for ordinary – seek the EXTRA ORDINARY
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What is e-Work Experience
e-Work Experience is a product Amnick has developed over a 7 year period to help people get access
work experience from their own space and in their own time.
We use technologies Skype/WhatsApp, Google Drive, E-mails, etc. and combine them with our
unique knowledge of what employers are seeking when hiring people. This includes understanding
of subject areas like:








HR
Legal
Finance
Business Management/Admin
Graphics Design
Web Development
IT

In addition to above, we recognise that employers are seeking a mix of `Traditional and New’ Skills
and attributes from their ideal candidates. These include:

Traditional Skills
Team work, leadership, problem solving, flexibility, communication, planning and
prioritisation, negotiation, initiative, creativity, sales, customer focus.

New Skills
Resilience, tenacity, dealing with change, personal integrity, strong values, authenticity,
multilingual / cultural sensitivity, ethical behaviour, curiosity, keen to learn, commercial
awareness, socially aware / sense of responsibility towards community, self-motivated,
environmental awareness.
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Following our successful trial with students from London Southbank University, this is what the
University told us when they done their own survey:

All said they would recommend the Amnick work
experience.
Some comments include:
“Was helpful to learn about time management and
learnt a lot about the Smart Cities program”

“Thank you for this great opportunity!”

“Beneficial programme. Helpful skills that will useful
in the future”
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About us
We are a group of ex-local government senior managers and Directors who are committed
to social change, and development of better outcomes for all infrastructure, Smart Cities
and Social projects where we help solidify the Environmental, Sustainability, Future Proofing
agenda’s and we develop more integrated holistic solutions.
We specialise in large scale Business Transformation/Change programmes where we put our
project and programme management skills to good effect.
As part of our social commitments we have been involved with a range of social projects:
creating jobs, homework and reading clubs for school children, environmental projects,
supporting disabled people into sports, teaching IT to old people, offering work training to
communities across London to name a few.
Our successes
We have been supporting Governments in the UK and across the world (China, Italy, SriLanka, Slovakia) with range of projects including:







Setting up Think Tanks with UK government,
Creating events and conferences,
Creating Share and Support Campaign (including getting 30 out of 33 London
Boroughs to work with us),
Creating 971 new jobs,
Delivering e- work training to over 5,000 candidates over 5 years,
Successful delivery and support of a range of projects and programmes to the value
of £350m.

From our work experience products, we want to bring out the best in every candidate.
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